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	Superior program management begins with superior information and strategy


	Program Management for Improved Business Results, Second Edition is a practical guide to real-world program management, written to align with the rigorous PMI® PgMP® certification standards. The book explains the benchmarks and best practices that help shape a superior program manager, and provides case studies that illustrate the real-world application of management concepts. Written by a team composed of both industry professionals and academics, the book strikes a balance between theory and practice that facilitates understanding and better prepares candidates for the PgMP. Managers at all levels will learn the insights and techniques that are shaping modern management expectations.


	The Project Management Institute and the Product Development and Management Association both agree that program management is a critical element in the successful integration of business strategy and project management. The certification process is difficult, and few complete it – but demand for competent professionals is high. Program Management for Improved Business Results addresses this disconnect, preparing readers to fill the gaps and help businesses achieve the level of program management integration required by professional organizations. Topics include:

	
		Aligning programs with business strategy
	
		Program planning, execution, and processes
	
		Management metrics and strategic and operational tools
	
		Roles, responsibilities, and core competencies



	The book focuses on both the macro and the micro levels, explaining the successful integration of business strategy with project portfolios as well as the managing of a single program. Case studies present both issue-oriented and comprehensive perspectives, and guidance includes real, actionable steps. For professionals seeking improved program outcomes, Program Management for Improved Business Results is a roadmap to exceptional management skills.


	(PMI and PgMP are registered marks of the Project Management Institute, Inc.)
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Data Storage for Social Networks: A Socially Aware Approach (SpringerBriefs in Optimization)Springer, 2012

	Evidenced by the success of Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn, online social networks (OSNs) have become ubiquitous, offering novel ways for people to access information and communicate with each other. As the increasing popularity of social networking is undeniable, scalability is an important issue for any OSN that wants to serve a large...
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Recalculating: Navigate Your Career Through the Changing World of WorkHarper Perennial, 2021

	
		A leading workplace expert provides an inspirational, practical, and forward-looking career playbook for recent grads, career changers, and transitioning professionals looking to thrive in today’s rapidly evolving workplace.

	
		Covid-19 has heightened career uncertainty in a work landscape dominated...
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Windows Server 2012 Unified Remote Access Planning and DeploymentPackt Publishing, 2012

	DirectAccess, introduced in Windows Server 2008 R2, has been a ground breaking VPN-like connectivity solution, adopted by thousands of organizations worldwide. Allowing organizations to deploy without manually configuring every client and providing always-on connectivity has made this technology world-famous. Now, with Windows Server 2012,...
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Elastix Unified Communications Server CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	More than 140 real-life, hands-on recipes and tips to install, deploy, administer, and maintain any VoIP/Unified Communications solution based on Elastix


	About This Book

	
		Enable a full cost-effective unified communications server solution
	
		Go from a single server configuration to a...
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Model, Rig, Animate with 3ds max 7New Riders Publishing, 2005
With the addition of Character Studio 4an advanced animation  toolset previously available only as a $1,500 plug-in3ds max 7 provides  unparalleled character animation functionality. Here to ensure that you start  taking advantage of it immediately is the first guide to focus on just that  aspect of 3ds max 7. Simple step-by-step...
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Fundamentals of Enterprise Risk Management: How Top Companies Assess Risk, Manage Exposure, and Seize OpportunityAMACOM, 2009
Using examples from companies such as Home Depot, Airbus, Boeing, and Nokia, as well as countries including Taiwan and Russia, "Enterprise Risk Management" takes an in-depth look at one of the hottest topics in business today. This title shows readers in charge of monitoring operational exposures in corporations, nonprofit organizations,...
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